Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to examine how Foreign Direct investment (FDI) can be leveraged to enhance its impact on Higher Education. This paper attempts to discuss the possibilities of bringing quality, excellence and more opportunities in “Higher education” through the FDI route. Foreign Direct Investment: Education sector is growing day by day and gaining lots of importance in the world and India as well. Education Industry is likely to grow by the Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) by 2020. Foreign Direct Investment up to 100% is allowed in most of the sectors more significantly. Thus the role of private sector in higher education has significantly increased in the last decade & the growth of the this sector alone, estimates, to grow to US$ 70 billion by 2013 and US$ 115 billion by 2018. The study focuses on advantages of FDI in Education with reference to India particularly, and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of going in for FDI. Foreign Direct Investment has always been a matter of concern for India, when it comes to education sector 100% FDI is allowed by the Government but, besides its advantages, it has some limitations or disadvantages also. In this paper an attempt has been made by the authors to highlight the good and bad effects of FDI in Education Sector.

I. INTRODUCTION

Foreign direct investment (FDI) is an investment in a business by an investor from another country for which the foreign investor has control over the company purchased. Businesses that make foreign direct investments are often called multinational corporations (MNCs) or multinational enterprises (MNEs). Foreign Direct Investment has always been a matter of concern for India, when it comes to education sector 100% FDI is allowed by the Government but, besides its advantages, it has some limitations or disadvantages also. In
this paper an attempt has been made by the authors to highlight the good and bad effects of FDI in Education Sector.

In India, education is the key to nation-building. It is also a well-accepted fact that providing the right knowledge and skills to the youth can ensure the overall national progress and economic growth. The Indian education system recognizes the role of education in instilling the values of secularism, egalitarianism, respect for democratic traditions and civil liberties and quest for justice. The education sector in India is evolving and has emerged as a strong potential market for investments in training and education sector, due to its favorable demographics (young population) and being a services-driven economy. Further, India’s expanding role in sectors such as software development, generic pharmaceuticals and healthcare, would require the country to invest into learning and training segment as well. The education sector in India is also considered as one of the major areas for investments as the entire education system is going through a process of overhaul. Education is gaining lot of importance in India. Education Industry is likely to grow by the size of the public education sector is $40 billion and the private sector amounted to $60 billion in 2015-2016. Foreign Direct Investment up to 100% is allowed in most of the sectors more significantly, there is an expectation that FDI would reach US$ 1000 million this year. The study focuses on advantages of FDI in Education with reference to India particularly, and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of going in for FDI.

Foreign direct investment is a passive investment in the securities of another country such as stocks and bonds and also known as portfolio investment. FDI explains about the net inflows of investment to acquire a management interest and also management control and profit sharing as a part of the national accounts of a country. It usually refers to a measure of foreign ownership of productive assets, such as factories, mines and land. Increasing foreign direct investment can be used as one measure of growing economic globalization. India is the second most FDI destination as per the survey by UNCTAD after China for transnational corporations during 2014-2015. As per the data, the second sectors which are attracted higher inflows were services, telecommunication, Construction, Media and computer Hardware and Software. The foreign direct investment involves the transfer of technology and expertise, and participation in the joint venture and management.

Foreign direct investment provides highly productive advantages both governmental and private companies and organizations of all over the world. Foreign direct investment is profitable both to the country receiving investment (foreign capital and funds) and the investors. India has one of the world's largest education systems, which includes 1.3 million schools, 30,000 colleges and 542 universities. The size of the public education sector is $40 billion and the private sector amounted to $60 billion. Current law allows 100 per cent FDI in education. According to the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), another simple and best way to attract private investment in higher education is possible through foreign direct investment (FDI), and for those certain amendments to be made in the Foreign Currency Regulation Act (FCRA).
Foreign investment considered in several types such as Portfolio investment, foreign loans and foreign direct investment are the three important classifications. Out of these foreign direct investments in industry and services are the most useful. According to the International Monetary Fund, “direct investment reflects the aim of obtaining a lasting interest by a resident entity of one economy (direct investor) in an enterprise that is resident in another economy (the direct investment enterprise). The “lasting interest” implies the existence of a long-term relationship between the direct investor and the direct investment enterprise and a significant degree of influence on the management of the latter”. Foreign Direct Investment means designing and implementing macroeconomic stability policies. It can be safely said that the Education has a very important role in shaping the Indian economy. The sector has a total output and the size of the public education sector is $40 billion and the private sector amounted to $60 billion and allocated Rs 52,057 crore for the education sector.

FDI is a predominant and vital factor in influencing the contemporary process of global economic development. The study attempts to analyze the important dimensions of FDI in India. The study works out the trends and patterns, main determinants and investment flows to India. The study also examines the role of FDI on economic growth in India. FDI is considered as the most suitable form of external finance. And it is increase in competition for FDI inflows particularly among the developing nations.

II. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION SECTOR

Foreign Educational Institutions Regulation of Entry and Operations, (Maintenance of Quality and Prevention of Commercialization) Bill 2010 Central Government has on 15 March 2010 unanimously approved the Foreign Educational Institutions Regulation of Entry and Operations, (Maintenance of Quality and Prevention of Commercialization) Bill 2010 (the "Bill"). The Bill proposes to allow foreign education providers to set up campuses in India and offer degrees and diplomas to students. The Union human resource ministry announced that 100 per cent foreign direct investment would be allowed under the law proposed for higher education, even as the Group of Ministers on the issue had that FDI of only up to 50 per cent could be permitted in the sector. The proposed Bill has many clauses to check its potential misuse. It prescribes a time-bound format to grant approval to foreign educational institutions to set up campuses in India. They would be registered with the University Grants Commission (UGC) or any other regulatory body (which supercedes UGC), which will scrutinize proposals of aspiring institutions according to India's priorities. Foreign universities aspiring to set up a campus will also have to deposit Rs. 50 crore as corpus fund and cannot take back the surplus generated from education activities here. Moreover, a foreign education provider shall, out of the income received from the corpus fund, utilise not more than 75 per cent of it for the development of its institutions in India. The human resource development minister had made it clear in the past that quotas would be implemented if the government allows foreign universities into India. Already a number of Universities and foreign companies that operate in the education sector have shown keen
interest to enter India. The outflow from India on education to foreign countries is more than Rs 20,000 crore. The commerce ministry has been arguing for liberalizing higher education sector in India for foreign investment. The remaining income will be deposited in the corpus fund. The Bill states that a foreign institution "shall not impart education in India unless it is recognised and notified by the central government as a foreign education provider under the proposed legislation" and offers education in conformity with the standards laid down by the statutory authority, and of comparable quality.

According to the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), another simple way to attract private investment in higher education, especially foreign direct investment (FDI), would be to make certain amendments in the Foreign Currency Regulation Act (FCRA). Current law allows 100 per cent FDI in education. For-profit entities are not allowed to get licences from the University Grants Commission and the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) or function as private universities under Acts of different state governments. Hence, the investment vehicle is often a Society or a Trust or a Section 25 company. This is one of the major sectors, which is enormously benefited from foreign direct investment. A remarkable inflow of FDI in various industrial units in India has boosted the economic life of country. Employees of the country which is open to FDI get acquaint with globally valued skills in this sector. FDI has also ensured a number of employment opportunities by aiding the setting up of educational institutions in various corners of India.

III. FACTORS FAVOURING PROMOTION OF FDI

Increased Investment in higher education will lead to:

- Increased Institutions
- Enhanced Access to the best universities of the world.
- Opportunities of International Qualification.
- World class labs and libraries.
- Competition leading to quality improvements.
- Curriculum and Technological innovation.
- Research& development.

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION SECTOR

1. The Market Size is huge hence, we have high demand
2. Our Mindset of quality means foreign degree without much distinction
3. Our Vast Reservoir of Intellectual Resource
4. Our Regulatory Mechanism is deterrent for high quality, promoting for inferior quality
5. India has a potential of about 50,000 foreign students in next couple of years, whereas presently only 10,000 are studying in India.

V. CHALLENGES FACED BY THE EDUCATION SECTOR IN INDIA
1) Accessibility
2) Drop-out rate: nearly 40 per cent drop out at the primary stage.
3) Social Barriers.
4) Relevance: more skill-oriented – both in terms of life-skills as well as livelihood skills
5) Management: needs to build in greater decentralization, accountability, and professionalism.
6) Pre-condition: “Not-for-profit” basis
7) Regulation
8) Alliances
9) Approval procedures cumbersome and tedious
10) Quality and relevance of education: Infrastructure, curriculum, industry involvement and Employability of graduates due to lack of effective training.
11) Financing higher education institutions.
12) Technology - Low technology penetration

VI. ADVANTAGES OF FDI

In the context of foreign direct investment, advantages and disadvantages are often a matter of perspective. An FDI may provide some great advantages for the MNE but not for the foreign country where the investment is made. On the other hand, sometimes the deal can work out better for the foreign country depending upon how the investment pans out. Ideally, there should be numerous advantages for both the MNE and the foreign country, which is often a developing country. We'll examine the advantages and disadvantages from both perspectives, starting with the advantages for multinational enterprises (MNES).

Access to markets: FDI can be an effective way for you to enter into a foreign market. Some countries may extremely limit foreign company access to their domestic markets. Acquiring or starting a business in the market is a means for you to gain access.

Access to resources: FDI is also an effective way for you to acquire important natural resources, such as precious metals and fossil fuels. Oil companies, for example, often make tremendous FDI's to develop oil fields.

Reduces cost of production: FDI is a means for you to reduce your cost of production if the labor market is cheaper and the regulations are less restrictive in the target foreign market. For example, it's a well-known fact that the shoe and clothing industries have been able to drastically reduce their costs of production by moving operations to developing countries.

FDI also offers some advantages for foreign countries. For starters, FDI offers a source of external capital and increased revenue. It can be a tremendous source of external capital for a developing country, which can lead to economic development.

For example, if a large factory is constructed in a small developing country, the country will typically have to utilize at least some local labor, equipment, and materials to construct it. This will result in new jobs and foreign money being pumped into the economy. Once the factory is constructed, the factory will have to hire local employees and will probably utilize at least some local materials and services. This will create further jobs and
maybe even some new businesses. These new jobs mean that locals have more money to spend, thereby creating even more jobs.

Additionally, tax revenue is generated from the products and activities of the factory, taxes imposed on factory employee income and purchases, and taxes on the income and purchases now possible because of the added economic activity created by the factory. Developing governments can use this capital infusion and revenue from economic growth to create and improve its physical and economic infrastructure such as building roads, communication systems, educational institutions, and subsidizing the creation of new domestic industries.

Another advantage is the development of new industries. Remember that a MNE doesn't necessarily own all of the foreign entity. Sometimes a local firm can develop a strategic alliance with a foreign investor to help develop a new industry in the developing country. The developing country gets to establish a new industry and market, and the MNE gets access to a new market through its partnership with the local firm.

Finally, learning is an indirect advantage for foreign countries. FDI exposes national and local governments, local businesses, and citizens to new business practices, management techniques, economic concepts, and technology that will help them develop local businesses and industries.

**VII. DISADVANTAGES TO MNES**

There can also be some drawbacks for foreign direct investment. We'll start with the disadvantages for multinational enterprises (MNEs). Higher education is a typical word to define; its meaning is different in different areas. In India a higher education qualification at degree level takes a minimum of three years to complete, more typically four. It will have a theoretical underpinning, it will be at a level which would qualify someone to work in a professional field and it will usually be taught in an environment which also includes advanced research activity. Shortly, higher education mainly and generally means university level education. It offers a number of qualifications ranging from Higher National Diplomas and Foundation Degrees to Honors Degrees and as further step, Postgraduate programmes such as Masters Degrees and Doctorates. These are recognized throughout the world as representing specialist expertise supported by a wide range of skills that employers find very useful. Further education is generally includes those post graduate studies in where you can gain your Master and Doctorate degree Higher Education in India-Current status: Higher Education in India has evolved in distinct and divergent streams with each stream monitored by an apex body, indirectly controlled by the Ministry of Human Resource Development. The 433 universities/ institutions are mostly funded by the state governments. However, there are 44 important universities called Central universities, which are maintained by the Union Government and because of relatively large funding, they have an edge over the International Journal of Social Science & Interdisciplinary.

Education sector assumes greater significance in developing countries like India. This sector offers huge untapped market. The higher education sector, owing to its huge
potential, holds very promising prospects. Increase in number of Educational Institutions in India has been remarkably rapid. India faces a big challenge to provide education to young people, especially in far-flung locations. The present paper makes an attempt to study the current scenario of FDI in education sector highlighting the positive and negative impacts of it on the society and economy as a whole. The research approach is exploratory in nature. This paper has major implications for educationists who intend to reap the benefits of FDI as well as Government who need to frame suitable policies.

The education sector in India is divided into two sub segments; the key segment comprises of schools and higher education, while the other segment comprises of coaching classes, pre-schools and vocational trainings. The Government of India has recently ignited reforms by opening up certain sectors to foreign investment, which would ideally result in increased economic growth and employment generation. Government of India has permitted foreign direct Investment (FDI) up to 100 per cent through the automatic route.

India’s education sector has witnessed significant expansion since the government approved FDI in April 2000, thus providing a huge opportunity for investment. Yet FDI remained zero in the first three years, increased till 2008-09 and then kept falling again. In the past 11 years, the total FDI in education has stood at Rs 2,051 crore, the yearly average of Rs 186 crore being one-tenth of one per cent of what the Centre and state governments annually spends in this sector. Government has proposed 100 percent foreign direct investment in higher education and hinted at making reservation mandatory in the institutions to be set up by foreign universities in the country. Once approved by the Cabinet and passed as law, the Foreign Education Providers (Regulation) Bill will grant deemed university status to such institutions.

VIII. CONCLUSION

At last it is not wrong to state that India badly need funds for the development of education sector as it is beyond the capability of country to cater the need of finance. In order to tackle this situation 100% FDI has been allowed by the Govt. but besides its advantages and it is having certain severe disadvantages which needs strict action on the part of Indian govt. A regulatory body should be framed otherwise India might face some bad consequences in context of culture and autonomy of foreign education providers.
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